ABSTRACT The Internet of Things (IoT) devices with enhanced machine type communication (eMTC) technology require random access (RA) to transmit data. The success rate of data delivery in the eMTC depends on the probability of failure in the RA. Access class barring (ACB) can decrease the probability of failure in the RA procedure. However, it is hard to precisely predict the success rate of the RA with the ACB. In this paper, we aim to control the failure rate of the RA to the desired probability by designing a reliability control framework for the RA in the eMTC. The framework includes an algorithm that estimates the number of active devices in a cell from the number of undecoded preambles and the probability of preamble loss. The framework also consists of an algorithm to obtain the probability of RA failure by changing the number of preamble transmissions. In addition, the adaptive ACB factor decision algorithm adjusts the ACB factor based on observed state information. The performance of the proposed framework is evaluated using an RA simulator in the environments recommended by the third generation partnership project (3GPP). The results of the evaluation indicate that the number of preamble transmissions selected by our algorithm successfully determines the probability of RA failure. In addition, the simulation results suggest that the number of supportable devices decreases as a tradeoff for increased reliability due to decreased RA failure rate.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Internet of things (IoT) is considered to be a big opportunity for the Internet research community. IoT services can work with an enormous number of devices with communications capabilities [1] . Gartner expects 20.4 billion connected things by 2020, and IHS Markit announced that IoT devices worldwide will increase by 12 percent on average annually from 27 billion in 2017 to 125 billion in 2030. These expectations show that IoT is an enormous opportunity for cellular network service providers since numerous devices can be a new source of income.
Enhanced machine type communication (eMTC), which is sometimes referred to as long-term evolution-M (LTE-M) or category M1, is a new type of low-power wide resource control (RRC) layer message [11] . The device can experience collisions of RRC layer messages when multiple devices select the same preamble. IoT devices will give up the transmission of data when the device experiences multiple failures of RA. Therefore, the reliability of data delivery between IoT devices and a remote server is dependent on the rate of RA collision.
The probability of a collision in RRC layer message is proportional to the number of devices that transmit their preamble in a given RA channel (RACH) [12] . Thus, the base station (BS) in a 3GPP network, such as evolved node b (eNB), can limit the number of contending devices per RACH. Based on this concept, 3GPP includes access class barring (ACB) in their standard [11] , [13] . For the ACB, the BS decides and announces the probability to enter a contention in RACH, where the probability is also referred to as the ACB factor. The device obtains the announced ACB factor and randomly decides whether it participates in the contention in the upcoming RACH or defers the preamble transmission [14] .
Previous studies for ACB have focused on the throughput, which is the number of devices that have experienced a successful RA per unit time [12] , [15] , [16] . Researchers have tried to find a good method to estimate the number of contending devices and the number of active devices, and have also tried to determine the ACB factor that maximizes throughput. However, throughput maximization does not ensure reliability. IoT users may not require very high level of reliability, but will still require a certain level of reliability. If we cannot ensure a certain level of reliability to these users, they will not want to use eMTC for IoT services. Therefore, we need a method to ensure a certain RA success rate by analyzing the RA procedure and ACB.
This study intends to provide a certain level of reliability for IoT services. The following are the contributions of this paper:
1) We propose a framework to provide a certain level of reliability in eMTC for application users. 2) The framework includes a model to estimate the state information from the number of undecoded preambles since the BS can count undecoded preambles in the eMTC without delay.
3) The framework also includes a search algorithm to select the maximum number of preamble transmissions in the RA procedure to achieve a desired probability of RA failure. The search algorithm is based on numerical analysis, and is corrected using the RA simulator to compensate for unavoidable error from the estimation and random changes in the contention. 4) The framework includes an adaptive estimation, and an ACB factor decision algorithm is also presented to configure the ACB related parameters adaptively from the observed state information. 5) We evaluate the framework by using an RA simulator.
The evaluation includes validation for the estimation algorithm and an observation for reliability. In addition, we also evaluate the trade-offs to achieve a certain level of reliability from the simulation, such as the access delay, the number of preamble transmissions for a successful RA, and the maximum number of devices to provide a certain level of reliability.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces the background and related work for eMTC. In Section III, we provide the system model for this paper. Section IV introduces conventional throughput maximization in ACB. We propose our framework in Section V. We evaluate the proposed algorithm and perform a correction in Section VI. Finally, the conclusion is made in Section VII.
II. BACKGROUNDS A. RANDOM ACCESS PROCEDURE IN EMTC
In the mobile network, an IoT device performs a RA procedure for connection through a BS to other network domains [3] . If a device has to transmit or receive data, the device requires an RA procedure in eMTC to establish or recover a connection between the core network and device.
The RA procedure mainly consists of a four-message handshake between the user equipment (UE) and the eNB. The device starts an RA procedure by selecting a preamble from the preamble pool and by transmitting the preamble in an upcoming RACH. For the RA procedure of the devices, the BS periodically allocates RACHs in the uplink band and announces the position using a system information block-2 (SIB2) message. If the BS decoded the transmitted preamble in RACH, it transmits a random access response (RAR, it is also referred as MSG2) message to devices that transmitted the decoded preamble. If the device receives the MSG2 corresponding to the transmitted preamble, the device sends a third message (MSG3) to the BS, where MSG3 is generally a control message from the radio resource control (RRC) layer in the device. If MSG3 is decoded in BS, the BS responds by transmitting a contention resolution message (MSG4). The procedure from the transmission of the preamble to the transmission of MSG4 is referred to as an RA procedure. The end of the reception of MSG4 means the success of an RA procedure for a device. Fig. 1 shows the RA procedure for the IoT devices using eMTC technology [3] .
If the device cannot receive MSG2, which means that the transmitted preamble is not decoded in BS, or if it cannot receive MSG4, which means that the preamble is transmitted by multiple devices, the device goes into backoff. The backoff means waiting for a random time. After the end of the backoff, the device restarts the preamble selection. If the device experiences a number of preamble transmissions (q in Fig. 1 ) compared to the threshold (Q max in Fig. 2) , the device regards this as a failure of RA [3] . 
B. ACCESS CLASS BARRING
3GPP recommends several solutions to overcome a traffic overload from IoT devices in RAN [13] , [17] . Most of the research regarding congestion control in LTE-A focuses on ACB, especially for the UE individual ACB scaling, due to the limit on the number of preambles and resource blocks. Using ACB, an IoT device postpones its request with some probability. It effectively reduces the collision rate to control traffic overload when the resources for the random access is limited. The ACB spreads the device accesses through time by randomly delaying the beginning of the device access attempts according to a barring rate and a barring time. The objective of ACB is to reduce the number of simultaneous devices contending for access.
In ACB, the number of contending devices per RACH is controlled by announcing an ACB factor, where the ACB factor is a value that represents a probability. The ACB factor is a probability to start an RA procedure for a device that is determined by the BS. When an IoT device tries to initiate a transmission, it generates a random number between 0 and 1, and compares the generated number with the ACB factor broadcast by eNB.
Let p be the ACB factor and rand() be a function that generates a real value in [0, 1]. The devices can transmit their preamble with probability p, or defer its preamble transmission for one RA period by probability 1 − p. For the ACB, the device conducts an ACB trial, where the ACB trial is the comparison of p and rand(). If rand() generates a value larger than the ACB factor, the device regards this as a failure of the ACB trial, waits for a certain amount of time, and then retries the ACB trial. Otherwise, the device regards this as a success of the ACB trial and starts the RA procedure. The ACB factor can be announced and obtained by the SIB2 message.
C. RELATED WORKS
The RACH procedure is similar to the frame slotted ALOHA or the multi-channel ALOHA, where the BS can estimate the number of MTC devices that send preambles in an RA slot for congestion control [18] . Liva [19] proposed irregular repetition slotted ALOHA which represents an improvement of the contention resolution diversity of slotted ALOHA. Purwita and Anwar [20] considered massive uncoordinated multiway relay networks applying coded RA for flexible topology changes.
The ACB was studied to maximize throughput or reduce delay rather than targeting the probability of failure. Duan et al. [21] presented an optimal ACB factor as the ratio of the number of preambles to the number of activated devices in the network. In addition, a heuristic algorithm was given to update the ACB factor in the BS where this algorithm assumes that the BS knows the number of users in the cell. In a later study by Duan et al. [12] , they proposed a dynamic ACB (D-ACB) for both a fixed and adaptive number of preambles that includes an estimation using the number of successful and collided preambles. D-ACB aims to minimize the RA delay while maximizing the throughput.
He et al. [15] indicated that the number of activated devices can be estimated by the ratio of the number of contended devices in a RACH to the ACB factor used in the RACH. In addition, they proposed a dynamic ACB factor control algorithm based on the traffic arrival model in [13] . Tavana et al. [16] derived the ACB factor by predicting the number of activations in the next RACH. The predictionbased algorithm is improved by applying a Kalman filter. Wang and Wong [22] formulated an optimization problem to determine a closed-form optimal solution for the ACB factor, which maximized the expected number of MTC devices successfully served in each random access slot.
Moon and Lim [23] proposed an adaptive ACB and assumed that the distribution of the device arrival is known. Koseoglu [24] proposed an adaptive ACB scheme as the pricing based load control given the arrival distribution is known. Jin et al. [25] proposed a recursive pseudo-Bayesian ACB. Leyva-Mayorga et al. [26] proposed an ACB factor decision using the least-mean square algorithm and traversal filter to reduce the access delay.
Kalalas et al. [27] performed an evaluation of the reliability of the ACB for a fixed ACB factor over time. This evaluation indicates that the ACB can improve the reliability of the RA, and the level of reliability increases as the ACB factor decreases. However, Kalalas and others did not recommend parameters for ACB to achieve a certain level of reliability.
To the best of our knowledge, adaptive ACB schemes generally aim to provide a high throughput by focusing on a decision for an ACB factor. Since the eMTC assumes a limited number of preamble transmissions [3] , [13] , some devices can experience a failure in the RA, which can indicate a failure in the data transmission. The probability of failure can be critical to some application areas since the application users generally want a certain level of failure probability. Therefore, we need to revise the relation between the ACB and the RA failure probability to provide more reliable IoT services for application users.
III. SYSTEM MODEL
Consider a cell with a BS and M IoT devices in the coverage of the BS. The BS is connected to a server through a backbone network. To collect data from the M devices, the server requests a report from the M devices at a t = 0 subframe. Let T A be the maximum activation time. A device activates at t-th subframe where t ∈ [0, T A ] for the uplink data transmission. We assume that t is determined by a uniform distribution. Let I A be the RACH interval. Let i be the index of RACH where i is a positive integer. The i-th RACH is allocated in the iI A -th subframe. If a device is activated in a t a -th subframe where t a ∈ [(i − 1)I A , iI A − 1], its first RACH becomes the i-th RACH.
The BS can change the number of preambles per RACH (''pool size'' in this paper) and the probability to enter contention (''ACB factor'' in this paper). Let R i be the pool size and p i be the ACB factor for i-th RACH, respectively. Let R max be the maximum pool size, i.e. R i ≤ R max . The BS announces R i and p i before the start of the i-th RACH.
An activated device conducts the acquisition, which means there is a reception of R i and p i . After the acquisition, the device conducts an ACB trial and generates a random real value in [0, 1] using a random number generation function, rand(), before the transmission of the preamble for the i-th RACH. If rand() > p i , the device defers to the (i + 1)-th RACH and returns to acquisition. Otherwise, the device starts the RA procedure.
The RA procedure starts with the selection of a preamble from the R i preambles. The selected preamble is transmitted to the BS through a RACH. If the device tries to send the q-th preamble transmission, the probability of preamble transmission failure is 1/e q in a single cell environment. The preamble decoding probability in the BS is as follow:
where q is the number of preamble transmissions in a device [11] . If a preamble is decoded in the BS, the BS transmits MSG2 after T RAR subframes for the preamble where T RAR is the waiting time to start the RAR transmission. If a device receives MSG2 corresponding to its transmitted preamble, it transmits its MSG3 to the BS. The BS transmits MSG4 to the device as the response of MSG3, and the RA of the device is successfully completed. If the transmitted preamble is not decoded, the device does backoff after T RAR + W RAR subframes where W RAR is the RAR window. In addition, the device also does a backoff when it experiences the collision. The collision is defined as the transmission of a preamble by multiple devices in a RACH [13] . We assume that the devices that transmitted the same preamble in a RACH can receive MSG2. These devices respond by transmitting MSG3 after T PROC where T PROC is the process time. However, we also assume that their MSG3s are not decoded in the BS since different messages are transmitted using the same time-frequency resource. We assume that these devices wait T MSG4 subframes from the time of MSG3 transmission and do a backoff [13] .
For the backoff, the device selects a random integer in [0, W BO ] where W BO is the backoff indicator, and it waits for multiple subframes where the waiting time is equal to the random integer that was selected. Let Q max be the maximum number of the preamble transmissions. If q is larger than Q max before the backoff, the device regards this as a failure in the RA. Otherwise, we adopt the deferred first transmission (DFT) model: If q is equal or lower than Q max , the device return to the acquisition of p i and R i [12] , [26] . Fig. 2 shows the flow chart for devices that include the ACB and RA procedure in our system model. Let P T be the desired access failure probability (AFP) for the application users. We assume that the BS knows P T and can change Q max or p i to achieve AFP equal to or lower than P T .
IV. THROUGHPUT MAXIMIZATION WITH FULL STATE INFORMATION
Let M i , N i , and S i be the number of devices that are ready to conduct an ACB trial, the number of devices which pass the ACB trial, and the number of preambles selected by only one device in the i-th RACH, respectively. Suppose that the preamble is always decodable in the BS. For a given preamble k, let D k = 0, 1, . . . be the case where the k-th preamble is chosen by none of the devices, by one device, and so on. Let P(D k = 1|N i = n) be the probability that only one device selects the k-th preamble given that N i = n. We have
Let E[S i |N i = n] be the statistical expectation of the number of successful preamble transmissions in the i-th RACH given that N i = n. We have
Since
, we can conclude that R i should be maximized to increase S i . Let R * be the optimal pool size. We have
Let p * be the optimal ACB factor. When R i ≥ m,
≥ 0 which means that p * = 1. When R i < m, we can find the optimal ACB factor by setting
m . Combined with the optimal pool size, we can obtain the throughput optimal ACB factor as follows:
V. PROPOSED RELIABILITY CONTROL FRAMEWORK
The throughput maximization with full state information cannot be used directly in a real system due to a problem: M i and N i are unknown in the BS. In addition, the throughput maximization does not ensure a certain level of AFP in RA.
In this section, we propose a framework to control the reliability of the RA in eMTC. This framework is summarized in Fig. 3 where the white boxes indicate the input and/or output, and the black boxes indicate the algorithms. We first present the state information estimation model based on the observed number of undecoded preambles and the preamble loss probability model in [13] . We then propose the reliability aware decision algorithm that determines the maximum number of preamble retransmissions from the numerical analysis. Since a perfect state information is not available in the BS, an error in the state information is inevitable but cannot be derived from numerical analysis. Thus, we use the simulation to correct the decision algorithm. We also present the adaptive state information estimation algorithm and the adaptive ACB algorithm based on the estimated state information.
A. STATE INFORMATION ESTIMATION MODEL
In this subsection, we present an estimation algorithm to estimate M i and N i from the number of undecoded preambles. The BS has difficulty in obtaining S i or the number of collided preambles at the end of a RACH since the decoding of MSG3 is required to count S i or the collided preambles in the eMTC. Fortunately, a number of undecoded preambles is available in the BS at the end of a RACH, thus the estimation method from the undecoded preambles can be useful for the BS. Let U i be the number of undecoded preambles in the i-th RACH. Let E[U i |N i = n] be the statistical expectation of U i given that N i = n. If all transmitted preambles from N i devices are decoded, we have
where R i = R max from the throughput maximization. Let f (U i ) be a function of U i where
In (8), f (U i ) is the function obtained by replacing E[U i |N i = n] to U i and n to f (U i ) with a rearrangement of (7). For U i > 0, the BS can use f (U i ) as an estimation function to estimate N i . LetN i be the estimation of N i . We havê
However, when U i = 0, f (U i ) = ∞. To avoid this case, which is impossible in a real system, [28] recommendŝ N i = S i + 2C i where C i is the number of collided preambles. Unfortunately, the BS cannot obtain S i and C i immediately after the completion of RACH in eMTC. Instead, we can
Therefore, we selectN i for U i = 0 as follows:
The finalized form of the estimation function without considering the preamble loss probability can be summarized as follows:
As in the simulation model presented by 3GPP [13] , the preamble can be lost in the channel, which results in an error between the actual U i and that in the BS. We need to compensate for the error from the preamble loss probability to produce a better estimation algorithm. The preamble loss probability is dependent on the number of preamble transmissions, but the BS cannot acquire the number of devices for each q in the practical system. We'll use the expectation instead of the probability corresponding to q. Let σ be a preamble loss correction factor to compensate for the error between the actual number of undecoded preambles and the observed number of undecoded preambles. LetÑ i beN i after the correction of the preamble loss probability. Assume that σ of the preambles are undecoded incorrectly, we can setÑ i as follows:
Let P S be the probability that only one device selects a preamble. We have
Suppose that λ is the average number of devices that passed the first ACB check. Let N q and E[N q ] be the number of devices with the q-th preamble transmission that passed the ACB check and its statistical expectation, respectively. We have
Let P PL be the preamble loss probability given that a device transmits a preamble. P PL can be derived as follows:
Assume that the system controls N i to optimize the throughput, which means that E[N i ] = R i . A k-th preamble is not decoded in the BS when the preamble transmissions from D k devices are lost given that the k-th preamble is transmitted. Therefore, σ can be obtained as follows:
(16)
This procedure is called in BS at t = 0 3:
Derive P F using Q max = q.
5:
if P F ≤ P T then 6: Return Q = q.
7:
end if 8: end for 9: Return as failure. 10: end procedure
= mp i , the BS can obtainM i as follows:
B. RELIABILITY AWARE PREAMBLE RETRANSMISSION
We propose the selection of Q max to achieve a desired AFP in this subsection. The throughput maximization does not ensure the AFP in the system to a certain level since the collision probability in the RA procedure and decoding failure probability can increase the AFP, although the throughput is maximized. Let P * S,q be the RA success probability with p * and R * in the q-th preamble transmission.
Let P * F be the failure probability of a device with p * and R * . We have
We need to change P * F to be lower than P T . Since we cannot change the preamble detection probability, we need to increase Q max or the P * S,q . However, the change in P * S,q decreases the throughput, therefore we require a change in Q max .
Let's assume that m is very large since the ACB generally activates in this condition. Let P S,q be the RA success probability with the assumption, which is equal to
Let P F be the AFP of a device with P S,q , which is equal to
Algorithm 2 Reliability Aware Adaptive ACB Algorithm
This procedure is called in the BS at every end of RACH
R i+1 = R max .
6:
Announce R i+1 and p i+1 . 8: end procedure Let Q be a minimum of Q max to achieve P F ≤ P T . Q may be obtained by rearranging P F = P T . However, since the rearrangement is hard to summarize as a short form of the equation, instead we present a search algorithm to obtain Q for P T . Let Q L and Q U be the arbitrary lower and upper limits for Q max , respectively. The decision algorithm for Q is represented in Algorithm 1. Fig. 4 shows Q with respect to the desired AFP for R i = 32. The RA procedure requires Q max of 11, 16, 21, 26, and 31 to achieve an AFP lower than 10 −2 , 10 −3 , 10 −4 , 10 −5 , and 10 −6 , respectively. Note that, the correction for Q will be required since the error between N i andN i , and that between M i andM i in the actual system will change the AFP. We'll correct Q in the evaluation of the framework.
C. ADAPTIVE ESTIMATION AND ACB
In this subsection, we present the adaptive estimation and ACB algorithm to adaptively update the ACB related parameters (R i , and p i ).
Suppose that the preamble transmission in i-th RACH is completed. The BS can obtainÑ i andM i from U i . Regardless ofM i , R i+1 = R max for a high throughput and AFP. IfM i is lower than R max , the system does not require an ACB, and thus the device does not need to do the ACB trial: p i+1 = 1. Otherwise, the BS requires calculating p i+1 based on (6) . Since the last observation shows m =M i , we can select p i+1 as follows:
The BS also determines Q max from Algorithm 1. After determining the parameters, the BS announces new parameters by broadcasting a message to the devices. The adaptive access class barring algorithm with the estimation of state information is represented as a pseudo code in Algorithm 2.
VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we present the results of the performance evaluation for the proposed reliability control framework. In Section VI-A, we present the environment for the performance evaluation. In the following sections, we'll present and analyze the results of the performance evaluation for the proposed framework. In addition, the correction is performed for the selection of Q max to mitigate the gap between AFP in the numerical analysis and AFP in the simulation, where the gap occurs due to an inevitable error in the estimation model.
A. EVALUATION ENVIRONMENTS
In this subsection, we present the environment used for the performance evaluation. The activation time T A is selected as 10,000 and the RACH interval I A as 5 subframes. R max is 32 in the evaluation. T RAR , W RAR , T MSG4 , and W BO are 3, 5, 48, 20 subframes, respectively, as recommended by 3GPP [13] . T PROC is 5 subframes as in [29] . If not specified, σ is equal to 0.0992 which is from (16) with a large number of Q max . The simulation model is developed using OPNET Modeler 14.5 based on the simulation model in 3GPP TR 37.868 [13] . More than 1500 simulations are performed for each point in the following figures. We confirmed that the standard error for each point is lower than 0.5% of the mean value.
B. THROUGHPUT
To check the parameter configuration for σ , we compared the throughput with respect to σ . Fig. 5 shows the normalized throughput with respect to σ where M is 30,000 and Q max is 11. The normalized throughput is the ratio of the number of RA success per RACH to R max . The ACB can control the number of simultaneous contending devices as R max . The collision probability and throughput are constant regardless of R max . The normalized throughput is maximized around σ = 0.1 as the numerical analysis expected since the BS requires the correct state information to adaptively select p i .
We present a throughput compared with existing 3GPP ACB which is described in the concept of original ACB [13] with respect to M where the number of preambles is 48. We apply σ = 0.1 to the proposed algorithm based on the results of fig. 5 and Q max is 11. Fig. 6 shows that the proposed algorithm has better performance when the number of deployed devices is between 5,000 and 35,000. Both throughputs converge to around 0.3 when M > 35, 000. Fig. 7 shows the AFP with respect to M . The AFP with a very small number of devices (Region A) shows a very low AFP due to the low probability of collision. The devices do not need to do the ACB trial until the AFP reaches the desired value. The AFP with a large number of devices (Region B) shows values lower than P T , which means that the derived Q is valid to achieve an AFP lower than P T . However, the AFP for the middle range of M becomes much greater than the target AFP. In this case, two reasons cause the unexpected results: First, M i is not enough to assume that P S = e −1 . Second, the estimation method has inevitable error since the domain of the number of unused preambles (U i ) is smaller than that for the number of contending devices (N i ). Therefore, we can conclude that a correction for Q max is required to achieve the desired AFP regardless of the number of devices in the cell. Fig. 8 shows the AFP with respect to Q max . ''Analysis'' shows the P F from (21), and ''Simulation'' shows the maximum of AFP measured from simulations corresponding to Q max . As shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 , some error occurs between the results in the analysis and the results in the simulation. Let Q C be the Q with correction for mapping between Q from the numerical analysis and Q max from the simulated result. From the result, we can obtain Q C as follows:
C. ACCESS FAILURE PROBABILITY AND CORRECTION FOR Q
where x is the largest integer equal or lower than x. The line with ''Corrected'' in Fig. 8 shows P F when Q C is used as Q max . As shown in the figure, Q C shows a better fit to the simulated results than Q from the analysis. From the results, we can expect that Q C can be used to achieve the desired AFP. For example, Q max of 12, 17, and 23 are recommended to achieve an AFP under 10 −2 , 10 −3 , and 10 −4 regardless of the number of devices in the cell, respectively, where Q C correspond to these values. Fig. 9 shows the average delay of the devices for three different Q max where the delay is the time between the activation of a device and successful access (if the access of a device failed, the delay for the device is not collected). The average delay increases as Q max and M increase. As shown in this figure, M M is more critical to the delay compared to Q max . Fig. 10 shows the average number of preamble transmissions for the successful devices. The number of transmissions converges to around 3.5 and slightly increases as Q max increases. From the convergence of the number of transmissions, we can expect that the delay increment above 20,000 deployed devices is due to the ACB trial failure where each failure postpones the end of the access by I A subframes. 
D. DELAY AND THE NUMBER OF TRANSMISSIONS

E. CAPACITY FOR DELAY LIMITED APPLICATIONS
Suppose that the limit of delay is given as 10,000 subframes since 1 subframe corresponds to 1 ms and 10 seconds is the 3GPP target for delay limits for IoT services [13] . With the delay limit, if the device experiences a delay larger than 10,000 subframes, it results in an RA failure even if the devices received MSG4. Fig. 11 shows the AFP when the limit of the delay is given as 10,000 subframes for three different Q max . The ACB scheme is used or not at peak point. When the number of devices increases more than 20,000, the AFP slighty decrease to be satisfied desired access failure probability. When the number of devices increases to more than 25,000, the AFP suddenly rises due to the large number of deferences, where the rising AFP is due to the increased the delay from ACB. Let the capacity be the maximum M which satisfies the AFP lower than the first peak in Fig. 11 . For example, the capacity for Q max = 11 can be obtained as the dotted line: drawing a horizontal line over the local maximum, finding a point where the horizontal line intersects the AFP, and taking the x-axis value of the point as the capacity. We can figure out that proposed algorithm can accommodate 27,862 devices for Q max = 11 (AFP = 10 −2 ) from a red star moving from Fig. 11 to Fig. 12 . As shown in this figure, we can obtain the capacity with respect to Q max . The capacity decreases almost linearly as Q max increases, which means the number of devices should decrease to increase the reliability of the service when the delay limit is given.
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper reviews the RA procedure and the ACB of eMTC in terms of reliability. We propose a reliability control framework to provide the desired level of reliability for massive numbers of IoT devices using eMTC. The framework includes an estimation model for the state information of the cell where the estimation is performed by using the number of undecoded preambles. The adaptive estimation and ACB factor decision algorithm based on the estimation model are also presented in this paper. The estimation model considers the information available in the BS and the preamble loss probability in the channel. In addition, the framework includes an algorithm to obtain the maximum number of preamble transmissions according to the desired access failure probability. This paper can conclude that Q C = 10 9 Q can be the maximum number of preamble transmission to achieve the desired AFP. The results of the performance evaluation show that the parameters configured by our framework can provide the desired AFP of the RA procedure. Our evaluation indicates that our proposed framework can be used to provide the desired AFP for IoT users in eMTC.
